
VECTOR ARTWORK 
Vector artwork is digitally created with shapes, lines, curves, or paths that can be 
easily colored, manipulated, and resized without affecting the quality. Programs like 
CorelDRAW® and Adobe® Illustrator® are generally used to create vector artwork.

RASTER ARTWORK 
Raster artwork is digitally created by using pixels. Quality of a raster image can be 
negatively affected by being re-colored, manipulated and/or resized. Programs like 
Corel® Photo-Paint® and Adobe® Photoshop® are generally used to create rasterartwork.

ACCEPTABLE ARTWORK - VECTOR 

Please convert all fonts to outlines or curves before submitting artwork. Note that script fonts will also need to be welded. If color 
changes are needed, please provide a PANTONE® color, or CMYK values.

ACCEPTABLE RASTER ARTWORK

Please provide artwork with a resolution of at least 150 dpi at actual size. Avoid using images from the internet as most are too 
low a resolution to print with an acceptable level of quality. Depending on the artwork, if color changes are needed, please 
provide a color from our Digital color palette, a PANTONE ® color, or CMYK values.

Please note: Due to limitations in four color printing, color matching is not always 100% attainable when creating the nal product. 
We recommend selecting PANTONE ® colors for the best representation of your art. True metallic and neon colors cannot be printed 
with our digital process. 

 ACCEPTABLE ARTWORK FOR CUSTOM CUTTING

Please convert all fonts to outlines or curves before submitting artwork. All script fonts will also need to be welded. Note: providing
digital art may not waive setup fees because art must still be prepared and/or modified for cutting.

UPLOAD Full Color Services (Full Color Ser  vices)

Custom Cut Services (HTV/Sign Vinyl/Twill Services) Please compress files 

over 50MB as a .ZIP format when sending.

FAX 800.511-9850 Please include the exact dimensions for the final design. Faxing distorts sizes.

MAIL Wellington House, Attn: Custom Department, 19520 N.E. San Rafael, Portland OR 97230
Thumb drives or recorded CD’s are accepted.

For full details on pricing, production standards, and general terms and conditions, please visit us at www.wellingtonhouse.com 

ART GUIDELINES

ART GUIDELINES
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.EPS
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.PDF
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.AI .PSD .EXP .DST

.JPG .BMP .GIF .PNG .TIF .PSD

Please Note: Every effort is made to review your art for quality purposes. For optimum product quality, we recommend high resolution 
images and clean vector art. If no significant modifications are needed to your artwork Wellington House will proceed with the art that 
is provided regardless of art quality and will not be held responsible. If changes are necessary and a proof is submitted, your approval 
indicates we may proceed with production. Any further changes once approval is given will incur art fees. Orders placed that include 
professional and college custom designs for the purpose of profiting from the identity of those designs requires a license. The 
unauthorized use of registered trademarks and copyrighted logos or designs is illegal. When manufacturing product which incorporates 
these logos, we assume that you have obtained permission. We do, however, reserve the right to ask for written confirmation of this 
permission.

https://www.wellingtonhouse.com/c-130-cad-cut-services.aspx
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